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Learning is everywhere 



Claudio Francesco Bellini (Italy) 

"The inspiration of the ACE chair is born a 
normal day of work in the streets of 
Milan. I observed with admiration the 
typical Milanese seat , also made from a 
single body and always a symbol of 
mobility in Italy. Back in the studio, I 
began to imagine a chair, with the same 
principle, easy to read, a chair that was 
integrated into the daily life of every 
person, just like the chairs of the Milan 
transportation tram/bus .“ 
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Ultimate comfort  

ACE Series adopted high quality memory foam which passed 
California Flame Retardant Standard. It`s safe, durable, flexible 
and super comfortable which offers you great seating . 
 

The ACE chair is driven by the idea to rethink the one-shell 
chair archetype. Outlines of the plastic shell gracefully flow 
from the seat to the back and create a loop which gently 
embraces  the back cushion. 

Ergonomic one-shell design 

After a variety of comparisons and tests, we selected the smooth 
and breathable fabric and leather . It is light  and breathable, no 
sticky  feeling after long hours seating. 
 

Selected materials 
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ACE-T is a perfect extension of ACE. Based on the iconic shape of the ACE seat, it adopted the flexibility 
for teaching. so that students can learn independently or quickly transition to a combined form which 
cultivate students' active learning awareness and habit of collaboration, so that students could have 
better performance. 

Multiple learning modes 



The ACE-T has a large writing tablet that has enough 
space for documents and electronic equipment, and it 
can be adjusted by 360° to adapt various body types 
while meeting the needs of both left and right hands. 
The pen tray  could stabilize pen and the independent 
cup holder leaves the writing board more space. 
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The base of ACE-T provides a unique storage 
solution for students' backpacks and other items. 
This makes the teaching mode convenient and 
fast when it needs to be transformed.It also 
allows personal belongings to be stored safely 
and easily accessible. 

Safe storage The base of ACE-T provides a unique storage 
solution for students' backpacks and other items. 
This makes the teaching mode convenient and 
fast when it needs to be transformed.It also 
allows personal belongings to be stored safely 
and easily accessible. 

Safe storage 



Design, high-end materials and originality are all important factors that make this chair 
outstanding.The interchangeable design of multiple bases  is  the unique highlight that 
made a rich set of ACE family series. 

Rich ACE Family Series  



Smart solution 

One-shell design 

High quality memory foam which passed 
California Flame Retardant Standard. It`s 
safe, durable, flexible and super comfortable 

PU casters 

360° rotation, fast and flexible 
movement with various combinations 

Storage tray 

Personal belongings are stored 
safely and easily accessible 

Leave more space on the writing board 

Independent  cup  holder 

Large writing tablet 

width30CM,Length55CM,360°rota
tion,applicable  for both left and 
right hands Max.bearing 68KG . 

Outlines of the plastic shell gracefully flow 
from the seat to the back and create a loop 
which gently embraces  the back cushion. 

High quality memory foam  



Carton Size: 24-1/2"L*20-3/4"W*23"H 
 CBM:0.19 
Packing: 1pcs per carton 
N.W.: 16.8KG        G.W.: 17.9KG  
Loading: 20GP:160PCS  40GP:324PCS  40HQ:326PCS RedFC1701 Dark grey FC1703 OrangeFC1702 

Fabric 

Size &Packing Color swatches 

Backrest frame 

Light grey Black 
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